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Abstract
In this paper, generalized predictive control based on particle swarm optimization
(PSO-GPC) was applied to the control of linear Fresnel distributed collector system, of
which the purpose was to reduce the system error in the dynamic process. The main goal
of solar thermal power generation system control was to control the collector outlet
temperature in a certain range. Using the the rate of heat transfer oil in heat collector as
input, outlet temperature as output and solar radiation intensity as a disturbance signal,
model of Controlled Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average(CARIMA ） was
established. The control task of generalized predictive control (GPC) was to make the
actual outlet temperature of systems as close as possible to the desired
output trajectory. Gradient optimization without constraints was used to obtain the
optimal control input,
and gradient optimization with
constraints and PSO
optimization were
matched
with
each
other.
A
multi-mode hybrid
optimization method was formed, which can obtain the optimal control increment of
system quickly and accurately. GPC and PSO-GPC technology was applied
to Lanzhou 200kW linear Fresnel solar thermal power generation demonstration system.
Through the simulation results obtained from actual data we can see that the PSO-GPC
control technology can reduce the error of the system dynamic process compared to GPC
control technology.
Keywords: Solar power plant, Linear Fresnel collector, generalized predictive control,
Particle swarm optimization

1. Introduction
Linear Fresnel thermal power generation system consists of light focusing and heat
collecting subsystem, heat exchange subsystem, generating subsystem and heat storage subsystem. Light focusing and heat collecting subsystem are the core of the system. The
solar radiation is focused into the linear Fresnel collector, then heat conducting oil in the
heat collector is heated, which can convert solar energy into heat energy. Heat
exchange subsystem is composed of super heater and evaporator, whose function is that
using the high temperature heat transfer oil heated by the heat collector condenser to heat
the water to generate high-temperature steam driving generator. When the solar radiation is strong, heat storage subsystem will store excess energy. When the solar radiation
is insufficient or there is no solar radiation, using the thermal energy in heat storage subsystem heats the heat transfer oil cyclically to heat water and generate steam to drive the
generator for power generation [1].
At present, solar thermal power generation system in China is still under development.
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The efficiency of solar energy is low and the cost of solar power generation is high, so the
introduction of any kinds of advanced control technology will improve the efficiency
of the system and also will promote the solar energy to replace traditional energy sources.
A lot of articles have studied the solar field control algorithms which were used to realize
the desired outlet-temperature where the water flow rate was the manipulated variable.
Because of some factors these systems are not easy to control. For a solar distributed
collector field the measurable external disturbances are difficult to deal with, so
self-tuning proportional-integral controller based on a pole-assignment approach employing serial compensation was presented [2]. In order to track an outlet temperature a
feedback linearization technique was used to manipulate the fluid flow rate through the
solar field, and the effect of disturbances were weakened [3].
Generalized predictive controllers are also used to the distributed collector field of a
solar power plant. Neural predictors obtained from the general identification methodology
are used in a nonlinear predictive control scheme derived from the generalized predictive
controller (GPC) structure [4, 5]. A special subclass of fuzzy inference systems used in
the distributed collector field of a solar power plant, the TP (triangular partition) and TPE
(triangular partition with evenly spaced midpoints) systems, can obtain adequate control
signals in the whole range of possible operating conditions[6]. Non-linear optimal
feedforward control of solar collector plants is not easy because of non-linear disturbance
effects and long input-dependent transport delay. So as to obtain an accurate model of
feedforward controller design, measured data were used in a black-box recursive
prediction error identification algorithm. Accurate feedforward control was obtained in
the simulation [7]. Making the outlet oil temperature to track a reference signal by
manipulating the oil flow was included in the objective considered in the possible
presence of fast disturbances caused by passing clouds, and in this process the plant was
assumed to be a "black box" lumped parameter system[8]. The plant dynamics also can be
approximated by an affine state-space neural network, of which the complexity is depend
on the cardinality of dominant singular values associated with a subspace oblique projection of data-driven Hankel matrix [9]. The use of Nonlinear Model Predictive Controller
(NMPC) can manipulate the oil flow rate to maintain the field outlet temperature in the
desired reference value and attenuate the disturbances effects [10]. The application of a
Nonlinear Model Predictive Controller (NMPC) extended with a dead-time compensator
(DTC) of a distributed solar collector field also obtained good performance [11]. Model
Predictive control algorithms for solar plants are very helpful to reject disturbances, but
some conditions must be suitable for locality. Adaptive model predictive control using an
unscented Kalman filter (UKF) was presented [12]. The results of above research literature were applied in the Acurex trough solar thermal power generation system in Spain.
The final control goal of these documents is to make temperature of system output oil
follow the desired value with minimum error.
The main control objective of solar thermal power generation system is to make
outlet oil temperature of distributed solar heat collector maintain at a desired range, use
solar radiation to heat the heat transfer oil, regulate the flow rate of the heat transfer oil,
and control outlet temperature in a certain range. The control task of GPC is to make the
actual output of the system as close as possible to the desired output trajectory, use PSO
to find the optimal predictive control law and set the desired output and then apply
feedback correction to correct the desired output prediction value [13, 14].
Based on the above analysis, this paper presents the PSO-GPC algorithm which was
applied to the control of linear Fresnel collector system. This method used the following
error of outlet temperature of heat collector as objective and applied the actual data to
analyze. GPC algorithm and PSO-GPC algorithm were separately used to be compared,
and the hybrid optimization algorithm can significantly reduce the following error
and accelerate the convergence speed of the system. So it can ensure stationarity of solar
thermal power generation system.
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This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 is devoted to solar thermal power
generation system description, section 3 is the derivation of CARIMA of distributed
solar heat collecting system, and section 4 is the structure analysis of GPC algorithm and
PSO-GPC algorithm and controller, section 5 is the contrast analysis of experiments.
Finally, this paper make the analysis and comparison of two kinds of control algorithm
application and plant results.

2. Solar Thermal Power Generation System
Thermal power generation system built in Lanzhou New District came online in 2012.
Area of collector field is 2335m2, photo-thermal conversion efficiency of system is 60%,
the tracking precision of system is about 0.1°and construction area is 4000 m2. The heat
transfer medium of system is heat conducting oil, of which working temperature is 350℃.
Using the oil-water heat exchange technology to get the steam whose temperature is 300
℃ to drive the generator to generate electricity. The system is shown in Figure 1.
Focusing system used linear Fresnel collector, of which the width is 16m and the length is
96m. Fresnel uses two times of condenser, the length of pipeline of heat transfer oil is
L=220m and generator selects screw generator. Working process of the linear Fresnel
thermal power generation system: Linear Fresnel condenser heats the heat transfer oil, the
heat collecting pipe through the heat exchange subsystem heats water and generate steam,
high temperature steam drives generator, the heat conduction oil through heat exchange subsystem enters the heat storage system and heat the heat storage salt to store heat and
the heat conducting oil flowing out from thermal energy storage system after the circulation enters into linear Fresnel collector system. The Fresnel heat collecting part is
shown in figure 2. Boiler pressure of screw expansion of power unit is 1.0Mpa; Exhaust
pressure is 0.14Mpa; Continuous flow is 6.6 t/h; Power generation is 200kW; The annual
power generation is 1.6 million kW·H.

Figure 1. Structure of Linear Fresnel Thermal Power Generation System
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Figure 2. Tracking Picture of Linear Fresnel Collector

3. Plant Model of Solar Thermal Power Generation
In 1985, the Spanish scholar Carmona, R. Initially used a distributed parameter model
about temperature to describe the heat change of solar collector field in his doctoral thesis.
He divided the tube length into a plurality of
x and constructed a distributed parameter model which was expressed by partial differential equation (1) and (2). The
control variable of control system is flow rate of the heat conducting oil. The output
signal is outlet temperature of collector field. Interference signal is the actual measureed solar radiation intensity. The model was used as the control model by scholars to
simulate and analyze the control performance of the heat collecting system [6, 9, 15].
Tm

 m Cm Am

 f C f Af

t

T f
t

  0GI (t )  hl (Tm ( x, t )  Ta (t ))  D ht (Tm ( x, t )  T f ( x, t ))

( x , t )   f C f u (t )

T f
x

( x, t )  D ht (Tm ( x, t )  T f ( x, t ))

（1）

（2）

where m represents metal and f represents fluid. All of the variables description is
represented in table 1.
Table 1. Solar Power Plant Model Variables and Parameters
symbo

description

units
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Density

kg m

C

Specific heat capacity

JK kg

l
t

m
3

1

1

2

Cross-sectional area
A
T (t , x )
Temperature

m

u (t )

Oil pump volumetric flow rate

ms

I (t )

Solar irradiance

Wm

0

Mirror optical efficiency

o

K, C
3 -1

-2

G

Mirror optical aperture

m

Ta (t )

Ambient temperature

K, C

hl

Global coefficient of thermal losses

Wm

ht

Coefficient of metal-fluid transmission

Wm

Di
L

Inner diameter of pipe line
Tube length

m
m

o

-2

-2

C
C

1

1

In formula (1) and (2), if we ignore the heat loss of metal and heat loss of heat transfer
process, we can get formula (3).
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(3)

The formula (3) can be expressed by equation (4).
 f C f Af

dTn (t )
dt

  0GI   f C f u (t )

Tn (t )  Tn 1 (t )

n  1...N

(4)

x

x is the measured length of oil-way in the length range of

x . T (t ) is oil outlet
n

temperature of collector tube, Tn1 (t ) is inlet temperature and t is the time. While

x  L and L is the total length of collector tube, equation (4) can be expressed by
equation (5).
 f C f Af

dTn (t )
T (t )  Tn 1 (t )
  0GI (t )   f C f u (t ) n
dt
L

n  1...N

(5)

Tn (t ) 、 Tn 1 (t ) are respectively the oil outlet temperature and the inlet temperature of

collector tube, and t is the time.
According to the measured actual data and in the condition of big radiation intensity
and good performance of heat storage, the variation range of outlet temperature and
the inlet temperature is 20 C 25 C at the same time under the action of reservoir oil
between heat storage system and heat collecting system. When formula (5) is discrete and
the sampling period is T , the equation (5) can be expressed by equation (6), in which
a  [Tn (t )  T0 (t )] / L , y (t )  Tn (t ) .
 f C f Af

[ y ( k  1)T ]  y ( kT )

  0GI ( k )   f C f au ( k )
(6)
T
In which, u (t ) is input, y (t ) is output, I (t ) is disturbance, T is sampling period. The

equation (6) can be expressed by equation(7).
y ( k  1)  y ( k ) 

T

 f C f Af

 a  u (k ) 

0GT
 f C f Af

 I (k )

(7)

Distributed Solar Collector (DSC) is a system of strong interference, of which heat
transfer oil flow of the heat collector is input and oil outlet temperature is output. The
intensity of solar radiation which can be measured actually is a disturbance signal. The
equation (7) is the CARIMA model of system.

4. Controller Design
4.1. GPC Algorithm
The essence of generalized predictive control is optimization control algorithm that is
to seek u ( k ) , u ( k  1) ,…… u ( k  N  1) when the objective function reaches the
minimum value. Predictive control includes the model prediction, rolling optimization, feedback correction [13][16].
GPC algorithm based on CARIMA model is as follows. The CARIMA model can
be expressed as(8).

A( z 1 ) y(k )  z  d B( z 1 )u(k )  C( z 1 ) (k )

(8)

Where, y ( k ) 、 u ( k ) and ( k ) are output, control increment and white noise
respectively. d is the pure delay.
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And

A( z 1 )  1  a1,1 z 1  a1,2 z 2   a1,n a z  na

n
1
1
2
B( z )  b1,0  b1,1 z  b1,2 z   b1,n b z b ,

 nc
1
1
2
C( z )  1  c1,1 z  c1,2 z   c1,n c z

l1,0  0

(9)

According to the formula(9), minimum variance of output prediction model of system
in the future time is expressed by formula(10).

Y*  Ym  GU

(10)

Ym is the past output of system. Y* is predict output in future.
Y*   y* (k  d | k )，y* (k  d  1| k ),

Ym  [ ym (k  d ), ym (k  d  1),
U  [u (k ), u (k  1),

, y* (k  N | k ) 

, ym (k  N )]T

(11)
(12)

, u(k  N  d )]T

u (k  i )  u (k  i )  u (k  i  1) , i  0 ,1,

0
b1,0

b2,0
b1,0
G


bN d 1,0 bN d,0

T

(13)

,N d

(14)

0

0


b1,0  ( N d 1)( N d 1)

(15)

G is the control matrix.
In formula (12) ym ( k  j ) is determined by input and output of the past, which can be
obtained from (16).
na

nb

i 1

i 0

ym (k  j )   a1,i ym (k  j  i )   b1,i u (k  j  d  i | k )
nc

  c1,i (k  j  i | k ) ,

(16)

j 1,2 ,

N

i 0

In which

0 , i  0
u (k  i | k )  
u (k  i ) , i  0
0 , i  0

 (k  i | k )  
 (k  i) , i  0
y m (k  i)  y(k  i), i  0
Matrix element of formula (15) can be obtained from (17).
j1

bj,0  b1, j1   a1,ibji,0

j  2 ,3 ,

, N  d 1

(17)

i 1
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In which j 1  min{ j  1, na } ; while j  1  nb , b1, j1  0 .

 y (k  d  1)  y (k  d  1)
m
 r
 y r (k  d  i )   yr (k  d  i  1)  (1   ) (k  d )

T
Yr   yr (k  d ) , yr (k  d  1) , yr (k  N ) 

, i  0 ,1 ,

,N d

(18)

 (k ) is the desired output of k moment.  is soft output coefficient. Yr is reference
trajectory vector. The minimized objective function is expressed by (19).

J  E (Y  Yj )T (Y  Yr )  UT ΓU

(19)

Corresponding generalized predictive control is as follows.

U  (GT G  Γ)1 GT (Yr  Ym )

(20)

So control variable at the moment can be obtained .

u(k )  u(k  1)  u(k )  u(k  1)  [1,0 ,

0](GT G  ) 1 GT (Yr  Ym )

(21)

Γ , unit matrix, is the control weighting matrix. To sum up, the GPC control struc- ture
is shown in figure 3.
 (k )
yr ( k )

optimize
minJ(k)

-

u (k )

plant

y (k )

present control
future control

Prodective
model

future output

past control
input and output

Figure 3. GPC Control Structure
4.2. PSO-GPC Algorithm
In 2007, generalized predictive algorithm optimized by particle swarm has been
studied and some simple applications of simulation have been performed.
4.2.1 PSO algorithm
Particle swarm optimization algorithm [17-19] is described as follows: If the
dimension of search space is n, the population consists of m particles,
T
T
x  ( x1 , x2 , , xm ) and xi  ( xi ,1 , xi ,2 xi , n ) is the position of particle i ,velocity of which
is vi  (vi ,1 , vi ,2

vi , n ) . Individual extreme of the particle is pi  ( pi ,1 , pi ,2
T

global extreme of the population is pg  ( pg ,1 , pg ,2

T

pi , n ) , and the

T

pg , n ) . When particles find individual

and global extreme, they update the velocity and position according to the following
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two formula.
k 1

k

k

k

k

k

vi ,d  vi ,d  c1r1 ( pi ,d  xi ,d )  c2 r2 ( pg ,d  xi ,d )
k 1

k

k

xi ,d  xi ,d  vi , d

(22)

(23)

Where c1 and c2 are weight coefficient of acceleration, r1 and r2 are random function
between (0, 1), vik, d and xik, d are respectively the velocity and position of d dimension of
particle i in the K iteration. pik, d Is the position of Individual extreme of d dimension of
particle i . pgk , d Is the position of global extreme of d dimension of population.
According to the evolution Equations of particles above, c1 regulate the step which can
make particle fly to the best position of itself and c2 regulate the step which can make
particle fly to the best position of overall situation. At the same time in order to reduce the
possibility in the evolutionary process of particles leaving the search space, vi ,d is
usually restricted in a certain range vi , d  [vmax , vmax ] . If the search space of question is
restricted in [ xmax , xmax ] , v can be set vmax  kxmax , 0  k  1 .
max

4.2.2 PSO-GPC Algorithm
According to the performance index (19), the essence of the optimization problem is
the optimization problem with constraints. The traditional optimization methods are
difficult to solve, so we use the PSO algorithm to optimize the performance index (19)
and then solve the predictive control law directly. Specific steps are as follows.
The performance index (19) can be seen as fitness function of the PSO algorithm, and
the parameters to be optimized of PSO algorithm are u (k  j  1 k ), j  1,..., N which are
amount of change sequence of predictive control variable. The range of
parameters optimization is [umin , umax ] . There are N parameters to be optimized, Then
the dimension of parameter space of PSO algorithm is D=N. The position of j particle can
be
expressed
as
a
as
a vector
whose
dimension
is
N
that
is X j  [u j ( k k ), u j ( k  1 k ),...u j (k  N  1 k )], j  1,..., M . Each element are iteratively
updated through formula (21), and then optimal performance index (19) is calculated. If
the performance indexes meet the end condition, the position of the particle whose fitness
function value is minimum in particle swarm is the optimal predictive control sequence.
The first element is the control input at current time in the system, and the next moment
repeat the above process. So we can get the optimal control.

u* (k )  u* (k  1)  u* (k )

（24）

5. Simulation Analysis
According to the actual operation data, when the outlet temperature reached above150
℃, system began producing power . The control range of the oil outlet temperature is
160℃~220℃. The range of oil flow is 3l/s~12l/s. The sampling period is T  20s . At the
same time, temperature difference of oil outlet temperature and the inlet temperature is 25
℃ .   800kg / m 3 , C f  2600 J / kg C ， A f  0.65 m2
f

 0 =0.60 ； G  0.8m ，

L  220m . Simulation results are shown as below.

The data of June 9, 2014 and June 19th respectively were used to make simulation
research. GPC algorithm and PSO-GPC algorithm were used to make simulation analysis.
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The simulation results are in figure 4 to figure 11. In the figures, OBJECT denotes the
set future output target curve yr  k  ; GPC represents the simulation results of
GPC technology; And PSO-GPC represents the simulation results of PSO-GPC
technology.
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Figure 4. 6-9 Comparison of the Results of Oil Outlet Temperature
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Figure 5. 6-9 Comparison of the Results of Output Error
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Figure 6. 6-9 Comparison of the Results of Control Increment after
Optimization
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Figure 7. 6-9 the Actual Measured Solar Radiation
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Figure 8. 6-19 Comparison of the Results of Oil Outlet Temperature
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Figure 9. 6-19 Comparison of the Results of Output Error
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Figure 10. 6-19 Comparison of the Results of Control Increment after
Optimization
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Figure 11. 6-19 the Actual Measured Solar Radiation
As can be seen from the above simulation results, the sun radiation of June 9th is large
which had big fluctuations after 14:00 pm. but to raise to 800 W/m2. The highest
output temperature of oil outlet temperature is set at 220℃. When the working temperature of screw generator reached 150℃, it will start working. Therefore, a part of the
heat of solar radiation was used for power generation part, and another part of the heat can
be used as storage. So power generation and heat storage can be done at the same time.
Through using the actual data of two days, application of GPC algorithm used into
control of linear Fresnel collector system was verified effective. When added hybrid
particle swarm optimization algorithm, control effect was improved. As can be seen from
the results of optimization of two algorithm storage and generating state. After 13:30 pm
of June 19th the solar radiation decreased slowly. After 15:30 pm solar radiation is
reduced to below 600W/m2, at this point the oil outlet temperature was rely on heat
storage system to heat transfer oil. After 16:00 pm if solar radiation did not rebound, the
oil outlet temperature is difficult to maintain at 220℃. It can be seen from the two days’
control simulation results that output error of hybrid optimization is smaller when hybrid
optimization is added. Therefore hybrid optimization had better control effect.
PSO-GPC reduced the system output error and stabilized the incremental change of
control variable relatively. The range of output error of June 9th is -17℃~10℃ and the
range of output error of June 19th is -13℃~9℃. After using the hybrid optimization
algorithm, the range of output error of June 9th is -7℃~7℃and the range of output error
of June 19th is -4℃~7℃. After 13:00 pm the output error of hybrid optimization became
small. After about 14:20 pm of June 9th the solar radiation had fluctuations, but it can rise
to 800 W/m2. So the system has been running in the heat

6. Conclusion
This paper deduced and established the CARIMA model of Linear Fresnel solar
thermal power generation system and applied PSO-GPC control algorithm into control of
solar thermal power generation system. GPC and PSO-GPC control algorithm were both
applied to Lanzhou Dacheng Fresnel thermal power generation system. The actual data
was used to simulate, verify and analyze. In terms of comparison of GPC and PSO-GPC
algorithm, PSO- GPC algorithm decreases the system output error and the amplitude
variation of the temperature. Therefore, the PSO-GPC algorithm was applied to the control of linear Fresnel collector system effectively.
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